BERRY MATCH
(Pre/Post Test for 4-6th Grade)

13.

Student Name _____________________
Description of Berry
1.

2.

Small red berry
growing close to the ground;
dark shiny leaves

Orange/red
berries, several on a stem; leaves
are small, smooth, oval; low
trailing plant

Write Description # in the blank after
Name of Berry in the second column.
Name of Berry

Dark blue berry
growing on low bush

bog cranberry

______

Bright red berry in
bunches on tall bush; leaves
opposite

nagoon/wine berry

______

Black berry on
trailing vine with spruce-like
leaves.

baneberry

______

5.

Black berry in
bunches on tall bushes; leaves
have strong smell

red currant

______

6.

Bright red/orange
berry in bunches on small plant;
leaves turn dark red.

lowbush cranberry

______

7.

Red berry has
many small parts, each with a
seed; stems have prickles

black currant

______

bunchberry

______

kinnikinnik

______

3.

4.

8.

Single
yellow/orange berry with many
parts on low plant; dark green
leaves

9.

Whitish/red single
berries on hair-like, trailing stem;
tiny leaves

blueberry

______

10.

Very shiny red
berries in clump at top of tall
plant; POISONOUS

cloud/salmon berry

______

11.

Small, dark red,
single berry on top of small
plant; berry has many parts.

raspberry

______

crowberry

______

highbush cranberry

______

12.

Bright red berries
hanging down along stems; large
bushes; scaly branches

!

ANSWERS for BERRY MATCH
(Pre/Post Test for 4-6th Grade)
Write Description # in the blank after
Name of Berry in the second column.
Description of Berry
1.

Small red berry
growing close to the ground;
dark shiny leaves

2.

Dark blue berry
growing on low bush

3.

Bright red berry in
bunches on tall bush; leaves
opposite

4.

5.

Name of Berry

Black berry on
trailing vine with spruce-like
leaves.
Black berry in
bunches on tall bushes; leaves
have strong smell

bog cranberry

___9___

nagoon/wine berry

___11___

baneberry

___10___

red currant

___12___

lowbush cranberry

___1___

6.

Bright red/orange
berry in bunches on small plant;
leaves turn dark red.

black currant

___5___

7.

Red berry has
many small parts, each with a
seed; stems have prickles

bunchberry

___6___

8.

Single
yellow/orange berry with many
parts on low plant; dark green
leaves

kinnikinnik

___13___

blueberry

___2____

cloud/salmon berry

___8___

raspberry

___7____

crowberry

___4____

highbush cranberry

___3____

9.

Whitish/red single
berries on hair-like, trailing stem;
tiny leaves

10.

Very shiny red
berries in clump at top of tall
plant; POISONOUS

11.

Small, dark red,
single berry on top of small
plant; berry has many parts.

12.

Bright red berries
hanging down along stems; large
bushes; scaly branches

13.

Orange/red
berries, several on a stem; leaves
are small, smooth, oval; low
trailing plant

!

